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Safestay Hostel  
Press Conferences – Tony / Antonia Rice 

Press Conference #1 
 REFORMS IN TAX LAWS 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice  Ladies and Gentlemen. We are cleaning up the mess that was made by previous 

governments. They didn’t know how to take advantage of the Brexit. We however 
are moving forwards. We are reforming the tax laws, so that global players such 
as Google will relocate their headquarters to Great Britain. The presence of 
Global Players will bring a lot of jobs and economic prosperity to our country. You 
will have more money in your pockets, things will get better and better! 

 
Question and Answer session: 
 
Journalist 1  Mr. Rice, you are talking about Global Players but what about small companies 

and small businesses many of which are being run by people with migrant 
backgrounds. What are you doing for them? 

 
Mr/Ms. Rice  That’s a great question, thank you. The answer is simple. We want the people of 

Great Britain to have a better life. So we want to have Global Players in this 
country, we want the big bucks. We profit more from the presence of big 
companies than we do from the small and inefficient businesses which do not 
generate profit. 

 
Journalist 1  Could you please answer my question? What is your government doing for small 

businesses?  
 
Mr/Ms. Rice  The exact details of our tax reforms can be found on our web site: rightparty.uk  

Our tax department is available to you any time day or night.  
 
Journalist 2  Mr. Rice, I went on your website, it says that migrants would be taxed more than 

British people. Isn’t it racist? 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice There is nothing racist about tax. Money is money and tax is tax. We are taking 

care of ourselves first. 
 
Journalist 2 What about migrants who have been here for 20 years but who have no British 

passport? 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice These people had their chance to get a British passport back in the messy times of 

previous governments. The people of Great Britain voted for me because they trust 
me to get things right. If there’s one thing our country needs it’s clarity. 
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Journalist 3  So people with British passports will be taxed less than people who have no 

British passport. Is that correct? 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice It’s only fair. Foreign workers have the privilege of living in this wonderful country 

and it seems only fair to me that they should pay for this privilege.  
 
Journalist 2 According to statistics migrants expand consumer demand for certain goods and 

services. I have evidence that a 1% increase in the migrant share of the adult 
population results in an increase in GDP per capita and productivity of 
approximately 2%.  

 
Mr/Ms. Rice Where are you getting your information from? Sound like fake news to me. 
 
Journalist 2 On the contrary, I have very reliable sources. Those statistics were from the 

Guardian. 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice That rag? Guard yourselves against what you read in the Guardian! All lies, full of 

lies. Read the right party blog. Read my tweets. There you’ll find the truth. Any 
other questions? (to the kids). 

 
 
Journalist 1 Why do migrants get taxed more for doing the same jobs that British people do? 

How can that be fair? 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice It’s perfectly fair. I have statistics too. 10 percent of the money earnt in this 

country by foreigners is sent back to the home countries of these foreigners. We 
want that money to stay here in Great Britain. It’s very simple, any idiot should be 
able to understand that. 

 
Journalist 3 Mr. Rice, you do know that in 2024 there was a tax avoidance epidemic. 52.5 

percent of British people were not paying their taxes correctly. What do say to 
that? 

 
Mr/Ms. Rice That was 2024. It’s 2026 now. We are busy cleaning up the mess made by 

previous governments. 
 
Journalist 2 Why are you being so hard on migrants? You were once a migrant yourself. 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice Let's clear up this bit of fake news. I have been British all my life. The fact that I 

spent a few years in Australia is irrelevant. 
 
Journalist 3 A few years? 20 years. You haven’t lost your accent. 
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Mr/Ms. Rice I grew up in Australia, but I am British. I eat British fish. I think British. Anyone 
accusing me of being a foreigner is stupid. Just to set things straight, I have one 
passport, the best passport in the world, the British Passport. Thank you! 

 I’m the right person, in the right place, at the right time! 
 

Press Conference #2 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice:  We will no longer be dependent on workers from outside this country. Jobs in 
Great Britain will be done by British people. In the hospitals we will have British doctors and 
British nurses caring for you. People will rediscover the joy of simple work, like picking 
strawberries and building houses. We will still have Indian restaurants, Chinese restaurants, 
Polish restaurants but you, the British people will be the ones doing the cooking and waiting on 
the tables. We will be making cars again, electric cars. We will return to the glorious days of 
British motoring, when we were leaders in the field. The days of the Rolls Royce, the Jaguar, the 
Humber, the MG’s, the Morris Minors. Our moto will be ‘hire British Buy British’ 
British Expats from all over the world are returning to be part of this wonderful rebirth of Great 
Britain. And speaking of birth, to boost the population there will be financial rewards for baby-
makers, British babies of course. And in case you’re wondering, my hairdresser is British. 
 
Questions 
 
Journalist 1  I have been following you on Twitter. 
 
Mr/Ms. Rice Excellent, you and 2 million others. 
 
Journalist 1 Your policies and attitudes are racist, sexist and homophobic. You are a blatant 

misogynist. How can you possibly say that you are taking this country forwards? 
 
Mr/Ms.  Rice clap, clap, clap, Wow. Your vocabulary is amazing. Where did you 
learn all those big words? I bet you are Oxford educated. Why don’t you try and 
squeeze all of what you’re saying into 280 characters. Send it to me on twitter. 
And make sure you get the spelling right. Right spelling, Right words, Right party! 
 

Journalist 3   We have evidence that you were a member of a violent gang in your teenage 
years in Australia and that you were a known drug user and that you frequented a 
well known club in Adelaide. Is this true? 

 
Mr/Ms. Rice Lies, lies, lies. You have the wrong Rice my friend.  
 
Journalist 3  So Mr. Rice you are going to send foreigners out of this country? 
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Press Conference #3 
 
Good Evening citizens of Great Britain. The “We won’t Leave” demonstration which was 
scheduled to take place tomorrow in the inner city of London, has been banned. My National 
Security advisors have discovered secret plans for a terrorist attack during the demonstration in 
the centre of London. This is a serious and imminent threat involving weapons and explosives. 
London is now on a Level 4 security alert. The Underground will cease to operate. The police 
and soldiers are out in force on the streets. The focus is on protecting public areas like stations 
and shopping centres. The government crisis centre instructs people not to gather in public 
areas. The demonstration has been banned. 
 
Journalist 1  How do you know that terrorists plan an attack? 
 
Mr/Ms.Rice  I don’t want to go into details, we are at the beginning of our investigations. 
 
Journalist 3 Could it be that you are using the threat of a terrorist attack as an excuse to  
  prevent the demonstration from taking place? 
 
Mr/Ms.Rice The people of Great Britain voted for me because I promised to protect them.  
  This is exactly what I am doing now. My major priority is the safety of the British 
  people. 
 
Journalist 2  What will happen to people who defy you by demonstrating illegally? 
 
Mr/Ms.Rice Anyone who is silly enough to do so will be dealt with accordingly by the police  
  and soldiers. 
 
Journalist 1 What about freedom of speech? 
 
Mr/Ms.Rice What about it? 
 
Journalist 1 By banning this demonstration aren’t you banning freedom of speech? 
 
Mr/Ms.Rice Innocent people who die in terrorist attacks lose their freedom of speech forever. 
 
Journalist 1 That is not an answer to the question. 
 
Mr/Ms.Rice  If anyone wants to speak freely to me they can do so on my twitter account. What 

could be freer than that? 
 
Journalist 2 Is it physically possible for you to read what people write to you on twitter? 
 
Mr/Ms.Rice My intelligent filter system deals with that. Thank you for your questions. 
 
Journalist 3  you don’t have an intelligent filter system!  
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Mr/Ms.Rice I’d like to leave you with this thought. For the foreign workers who will be leaving 

our country: do not be resentful. Please leave gracefully. Thank you for what you 
have done here in Great Britain. You will be returning with the richness of the 
British culture: the friendliness, warm heartedness, the good manners and 
respect. You can introduce cricket games, bingo nights and afternoon tea 
ceremonies. Take with you the spirit of our wonderful democracy. Always look on 
the bright side of life. 

 
 


